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Introduction: To meet the multi-user, cross-time-and-space, cross-platform

online demand of work, and professional training teaching in nuclear reactor

safety analysis under the normalization of Coronavirus Disease 2019.

Method: Taking the nuclear accident simulation software PCTRAN as an

example, this study adopts cloud computing technology to build the

NasCloud, a nuclear accident simulation cloud platform based on Browser/

Server architecture, and successfully realizes multi-user, cross-time-and-

space, cross-platform applications. Targeting the AP1000, a pressurized

water reactor nuclear power plant, the simulation of cold-leg Small Break

Loss of Coolant Accident and cold-leg Large Break Loss of Coolant

Accident were carried out to verify the correctness of the NasCloud’s

accident simulation function.

Results: The result shows that the simulation functions and results of the

NasCloud in multi-terminal are consistent with the single version of

PCTRAN. At the same time, the platform has high scalability, concurrency

and security characteristics.

Discussion: Therefore, the nuclear accident simulation cloud platform built in

this study can provide solutions for the work and training of nuclear reactor

safety analysis, and provide reference for other engineering design and

simulation software cloud to computing transformation.
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1 Introduction

For nuclear power development, nuclear safety is particularly important. Over half

a century of nuclear power development, three major nuclear accident (GU, 2017)

disasters in history have continuously sounded the alarm to mankind that the current

nuclear energy system represented by water reactors is still very flawed in terms of
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safety, and therefore ensuring nuclear safety is an issue that

must be addressed to determine the development of nuclear

energy. Reactor safety is an important part of nuclear safety,

and for nuclear power plant reactor safety, its accident safety

analysis is very important and essential for the design,

construction, operation and licensing of nuclear power

plant reactors. During service and design, designers ensure

reactor safety by performing safety analyses for various

accidents. The use of simulation software for nuclear

reactor safety analysis is an indispensable way, such as

using RELAP5/MOD3.4 to investigate the residual heat

removal capability of the emergency passive residual heat

removal system and the transient characteristics of the

primary loop system in the event of the station blackout

accident and study the behavior of Emergency Passive

Safety System and the transient characteristics of the

primary loop system during the Steam Generator Tube

Rupture accident (Wang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013a).

The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method has been

widely adopted and accepted in the nuclear reactor safety

analysis in the recent years. For example, using CFDmethod to

simulate Two-Phase Bubbly Flow (Khan et al., 2020).

Furthermore, a combination of RELAP5 and CFD can be

used to design the passive decay heat removal system for

the integral inherent safety light water reactor (Wang et al.,

2020).

The nuclear power plant simulation system is used as one

of the important tools for nuclear reactor safety analysis,

according to the complexity of the system and the type of

simulation, it can be divided into four types: Training

simulator; Nuclear power engineering simulator; Nuclear

power plant safety analyzer; Nuclear plant analyzer (Yan,

1991). Traditionally, the network environment of nuclear

power plant simulation system is an internal local area

network composed of independent computers or a limited

number of computers (Zhao, 2006; Liu, 2008; Lu, 2015); the

distributed architecture is usually used to realize the

connection between the trainer’s computer and the

FIGURE 1
Main interface of PCTRAN.
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student’s computer. It not only can not realize the cross-time-

and-space and cross-platform access based on the Internet

(Ren and Ren, 2009; Li et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2017), but also

the single-machine running nuclear power plant simulation

system results in the waste of computing resources.

Under the background of Coronavirus Disease 2019,

various cloud-based teaching, office and production

platforms have developed rapidly. For example, MOOC

platforms, online cloud conferences, CAD modeling

software based on cloud architecture (Zhao, 2020) and

obstetric imaging diagnostic platforms based on cloud

computing technology (Lie et al., 2020). They have greatly

improved the efficiency of social education and production.

According to the research findings, cloud computing allows

employees to complete tasks about 20 percent faster and

reduces error rates by about 50 percent (Jia and Wu, 2022).

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced plans for a

“Meta-universe” and renamed the company “Meta.” His

fundamental purpose is to construct a virtual world that

spans space-time and low cost of living based on cloud

computing technology of the Internet (Meta, 2021).

In the study on the application of cloud computing to the

nuclear field, Kim and Rizwan (2007) built a web-based

nuclear power plant simulator by coupling LabVIEW with

RELAP5 software; Cho and Woo (2017) conducted an analysis

of the accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant based

on real-time management of cloud computing system; Woo

(2014) combined cloud-based analysis with the Internet of

Things in 2013 to assess nuclear safety in Fukushima nuclear

accident, and real-time analysis of Fukushima nuclear

accident atmospheric dispersion by 2020, based on mobile

phone cloud computing assessments (Woo and Jang, 2020);

the European organization for Nuclear Research (Sadashiv

and Kumar, 2011) is developing a mega computing cloud to

distribute data to scientists around the world as part of the

LHC project; based on cloud computing, FDS Team (Wu,

2019) developed virtual nuclear power plant Virtual4DS in the

digital society environment; Wang et al. (2013b) have

proposed a cloud-based risk monitor for nuclear power

plants; He et al. (2018) have designed and implemented a

Thorium-based Molten Salt Reactor cloud simulation system

using OpenStack open source platform. Cai et al. (2020) have

developed a network-based transient real-time simulation

software, NUSOLSIM, for PWR nuclear power plants based

on the Client/Server (C/S) architecture; Hui et al. (2013) put

forward the idea and implementation scheme of building

nuclear power plant design platform based on private cloud

architecture by using cloud computing technology; Xin et al.

(2018) have developed a cloud quantum computing service

“NMRCloudQ”; The concept of a nuclear safety cloud was

developed by Ju et al. (2014); Hu et al. (2019), has launched the

SuperMC Cloud for nuclear design and safety assessment. The

shortcomings of existing international research are

highlighted by the following:

FIGURE 2
Architecture diagram of platform design.
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(1) Cloud platforms based on the IaaS model have low ease of

use and high requirements for non-computer professional in

resource allocation.

(2) The flexibility of system architecture is not strong, which

leads to the low universality and expansibility of the

platform;

(3) C/S-based Cloud Platform, its compatibility is difficult to

meet the use of cross-system;

(4) Part of the project is still in the conceptual design or

preliminary design stage.

In summary, the trend in nuclear accident simulation

software is to implement Internet-based cross-space and

cross-platform access and virtualization of computational

resources. In response to the high standard and high

demand of the nuclear engineering for nuclear reactor

safety analysis, this paper takes the nuclear accident

simulation software as the object based on the mature

cloud computing design model, and the nuclear accident

simulation cloud platform with cross terminal, cross

platform, multi-user simultaneous availability, low start-up

threshold and high scalability is realized. The work of this

paper is divided into four parts: the first part is an

introduction to the relevant technologies involved, the

second part is the architectural design and detailed design

of the platform, the third part is the implementation and

testing of the platform, and the fourth part is the summary and

outlook of the work of this paper.

FIGURE 3
Resource scheduling flow chart.
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2 Technology review

2.1 Nuclear accident simulation

The system uses the nuclear accident simulation software

PCTRAN as the cloud computing object. PCTRAN is a

software for simulation and serious accident analysis of

nuclear power plants, which Micro-Simulation Technology

(MST) Company develops. In 1996, PCTRAN was selected by

the International Atomic Energy Agency as the training

software for the annual Advanced Reactor Simulation

Symposium. As shown in Figure 1, it has a friendly

Windows Graphical User Interface and is intuitive and easy

to use. In addition to providing a standard run-time display of

instrumentation and control, it also provides icons for coolant

leaks and containment failures. PCTRAN is influential in

function diversity and human-computer interaction. Users

can not only stop the pump, switch the safety valve, change the

set value of the control system, manual shut-down and other

reactor operations at any time, but also can manually set up

faster than the actual speed of several times the running state,

thus improving the efficiency of the simulation. In 2007, the

University of South China purchased three PCTRAN

simulation software from MST, such as AP1000 and

CPR1000, to meet personnel nuclear reactor safety analysis

needs. However, PCTRAN can only run on a single computer

under the Windows system, and only using PCTRAN on a

single computer will result in a waste of computing resources

and cannot realize multi-user real-time operation across

space-time and platforms. The stand-alone version of

PCTRAN has a serious disconnect with the rapid

development of the information age of the Internet.

FIGURE 4
Data coupling flow diagram.

TABLE 1 Configuration table of server hardware.

CPU RAM ROM NIC

Intel Xeon E5-4620v2*2 8G (DDR3)*4 333G SAS*5, RAID 5 Broadcom four ports 1GbE BASE-T

TABLE 2 Configuration table of software environment.

Software Version

Control node CentOS 7.9.2009 (Core)

Java 1.8.0_241

MySQL 5.7.37

Maven 3.8.4

Compute node Windows Server 2019 Standard (Build 17763.1728)

VirtualBox 6.1.20

Data node CentOS 7.9.2009 (Core)

Java 1.8.0_241

MySQL 5.7.37

Maven 3.8.4
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2.2 Cloud-based platform

To make the computer a public resource, like water, electricity

and gas in life, provide on-demand computing services for everyone

(Kim, 2007; Armbrust et al., 2009). John McCarthy proposed the

concept of cloud computing in 1961. Cloud computing is the

convergence and development of technologies such as distributed

computing, utility computing, virtualization technology, web

services and grid computing. Its goal is for users to use the

virtual resource pool to the maximum extent through the

network at any time and place to deal with large-scale

computing problems (Vaquero et al., 2008). Cloud computing

provides scalable, inexpensive, distributed computing power over

the network (Qiao and Zheng, 2011). The cloud services it offers are

three layers of cloud computing: IaaS, Platform as a Server (PaaS)

and Software as a Server (SaaS). In this study, a SaaS platform is built

to integrate all software services through the system. The nuclear

accident simulation software service resources virtualization, the

entire service resources scheduling, management, maintenance and

other work by specialized personnel responsible for users do not care

about the “Cloud” internal implementation, focus on the accident

simulation and analysis. The cloud-based platform has the following

features:

(1) Service pooling: by virtualization technology, resources such

as storage, computing, memory, network, etc., are allocated

dynamically according to user needs.

(2) Extensibility: the user can request the service resource

quickly and flexibly according to the actual demand at

anytime, anywhere, to expand the processing power.

(3) Broadband Network Calls: users use various devices in the

browser, through which the network calls cloud computing

resources.

(4) Measurability: the use of service resources can be monitored

and reported to the background.

(5) Reliability: automatically detect failure nodes, through data

redundancy can continue to work normally, provide high-

quality services and achieve Service Level Agreement

requirements.

2.3 Browser/server (B/S) architecture

With the advent of Web 2.0, the network architecture of the

Internet has changed from traditional C/S architecture to a more

convenient and efficient B/S architecture. This transformation

has simplified the way people access the Internet and accelerated

FIGURE 5
Platform deployment flowchart.
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the development of the Internet industry. This platform, based

on the B/S architecture, has the following features:

(1) Use the browser as the client. The platform has a UI

experience, no installation, just access to the browser.

Users can use it anytime, anywhere out of the box, and

the application users use will always remain in the latest

version. Therefore, for users, using their software reduces the

difficulty; For developers, software development and

maintenance investment is also reduced.

(2) The server is based on a unified HTTP protocol. HTTP is a

stateless connection that disconnects when the request is

complete. The HTTP protocol does not persist in sent

requests and the corresponding communication state. The

goal is to keep the HTTP protocol simple so that many

transactions can be processed quickly and efficiently.

Internet services worldwide are based on unified

communications, which are more convenient and efficient.

3 System design

3.1 Platform architecture

Based on the cloud computing design model, the physical

resource layer, the virtual resource layer, the resource scheduling

layer and the user terminal layer are firstly established. At the same

time, considering that NasCloud is oriented towardsmulti-user real-

time parallel operation, it needs high scalability, high concurrency,

high availability, and high security. The traditional “Memory-

FIGURE 6
User flow chart.
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FIGURE 7
Homepage of the NasCloud.

FIGURE 8
Entrance of resource service application.
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computing integration” architecture in the resource scheduling layer

is replaced by a “Memory-computing separation” distributed

architecture, which is separated into a “Resource service storage

layer” and a “Web service layer.” Finally, the NasCloud is designed

into five layers: physical resource layer, virtual resource layer,

resource service storage layer, web service layer and user terminal

layer, as shown in Figure 2:

Physical resource layer: As the foundation stone of the

platform, it should include all hardware resources (server,

storage, network, etc.) and be responsible for computing,

storage, etc.

Virtual resource layer: It should be generated by each server

in the physical resource layer through virtualization technology,

which divides the centralized computing resources, storage

resources, and network resources into multiple virtual servers

with appropriate performance.

Resource service storage layer: When the platform

encounters unexpected resource peaks, on the one hand, it

should relieve the computation pressure of the web server.

On the other hand, it should ensure the consistency of the

back-end data of multiple web servers. This layer

communicates via the TCP protocol with the web services

layer.

Web services layer: This layer must play a top-down role in

the platform and ensure the platform security. At the same time,

it needs to parse the command and call the corresponding web

data to return to the user terminal layer and use the scheduling

algorithm to allocate reasonable computing resources for

the user.

User terminal layer: The user uses the browser to communicate

with the web server through the HTTP protocol; After

authentication, the user enters the simulation platform terminal

and accesses the cloud computing resources of the virtual resource

layer through the WebSocket protocol. At the same time, it also

needs to ensure the cross-platform running environment of the

screen adaptation and good interaction.

FIGURE 9
Operation of the Safari on the iPad.
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FIGURE 11
Operation of the chrome on the mobile phone.

FIGURE 10
Operation of the microsoft edge on the PC.
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3.2 Detailed design

Physical resource layer: The operating system of the

computing node still uses the running environment

windows supported by PCTRAN; The operating system of

the control node adopts the open-source mainstream Linux

distribution CentOS 7, reducing the total physical resource

footprint and ensure the security and stability of the server.

Virtual resource layer: Use Virtual Box for server

virtualization, including Windows, Mac OS, Linux, OpenBSD,

Solaris, IBM OS2, Android, iOS, etc. At the same time, the cloud

server remote proxy scheme is deployed on the virtual server, and

the noVNC is used to communicate the virtual resource layer

with the user terminal layer.

Resource services storage layer: Management tools for

managing, checking and optimizing database operations are

available in MySQL. Therefore, MySQL is a platform

database management system to manage web data,

compute node real-time load status data and its Uniform

Resource Locator.

Web services layer: Based on interactive B/S architecture,

in the web backend, choosing the Spring Boot framework to

simplify the development of Spring applications, and

provides out-of-the-box settings for the Spring platform

and third-party libraries, and integrated system

monitoring, health detection and other functions to

ensure the security and stability of the entire Web

environment. To optimize server task scheduling (Liu,

2010), the load least priority algorithm is written in the

load balancing component. The computing node uploads

the real-time load status data of the system to the database

via the HTTP protocol, the web server obtains the server data

through Java Data Base Connectivity, normalizes the CPU

load α, I/O utilization β, and network utilization η, and gets

the system load value F:

F � 40%α + 30%β + 30%η

The server uses this load value to optimize the allocation of

cloud computing resources, and the specific allocation process

is shown in Figure 3. Cloud computing security is an

important part of cloud computing technology. This layer

firstly solves the problem of user identity security by means of

account authority control and authentication code, secondly

solves the problem of shared business security by binding

accounts and resources, and finally solves the problem of user

data security by IP access control and access to LAN using

firewall.

User terminal layer: using the lightweight cross-screen

front-end framework Amaze UI, from small screen to large

screen, covering different screen resolutions and finally

achieving all screen adaptation. The data transfer and

coupling process between the accident analysis data and the

platform is shown in Figure 4. The accident parameters

obtained and input by the user at the user terminal layer

are transformed into a data input stream through the back-

end of the cloud platform and transmitted to the nuclear

power plant safety analysis software (PCTRAN) through the

WebSocket protocol to form the nuclear power plant

equipment state input parameters of PCTRAN, which are

converted into each equipment sensor transient data and

its transient change chart output to the user terminal layer

after simulation.

FIGURE 12
Percentage of the requests served within a certain time.

TABLE 3 Terminal environment for testing.

Number Device Operating system Browser

#1 Tablet iOS (iPad OS) 14.4 Safari 14.0.3 605.1.15

#2 Mobile phone Android 10 Chrome 95.0.4638.74

#3 PC Windows 10 Microsoft Edge 11.00.21301.1000
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TABLE 5 Steps of LBLOCA-Cold leg.

Step Operation

0 Loading initialization status: 100% POWER EOC

1 Run for 5 s to bring it to a steady state

2 Pause

3 Initiate a cold leg LBLOCA by selecting “Malfunction #2”, set the break to 2,800 cm2, and active

4 Manually trip the four RCPs

5 Set 16x speed to continue running

6 Terminate simulation and export data after 1,000 s of operation

FIGURE 13
Result of SBLOCA-Cold leg.

TABLE 4 Steps of SBLOCA-Cold leg.

Step Operation

0 Loading initialization status: 100% POWER EOC

1 Run for 5 s to bring it to a steady state

2 Pause

3 Initiate a cold leg SBLOCA by selecting “Malfunction #2”, set the break to 182.4 cm2, and active

4 Manually trip the four reactor coolant pumps (RCPs)

5 Set 16x speed to continue running

6 Terminate simulation and export data after 1,000 s of operation
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4 System implementation and
evaluation

4.1 System deployment

The NasCloud is built using three servers: the control node,

the compute node and the data node, all of which are Dell

PowerEdge R820. The hardware configuration of each server is

the same, as shown in Table 1. According to the different roles of

servers, their software environments are shown in Table 2.

Step through the platform deployment flow chart from left to

right, as shown in Figure 5.

After the platform is deployed, as shown in Figure 6, users

visit the NasCloud platform homepage through the browser, as

shown in Figure 7. When the user passes the authentication, they

can switch to the simulation service interface, as shown in

Figure 8, and click “Start Now” to make the cloud computing

resources intelligently allocated by the control node, and the user

conducts the simulation of nuclear power plant operation.

Different operating system device simulation interfaces are

shown in Figures 9–11.

4.2 Performance evaluation

Based on the standard latency testing requirements:

uniform timer, accurate to milliseconds, synchronized

source time and playback time snapshot. This paper opens

a timer accurate to milliseconds on any virtual resource on the

server side, and establish communication with it by accessing

the NasCloud using a mobile phone, tablet, and PC in turn,

and place the original screen displayed on the server side and

the screen received by the device in the same camera

viewfinder frame for simultaneous photo recording, and

calculates the time difference value in the two screens.

After several experimental tests, the latency of using the

platform is less than 50 ms.

Concurrency testing is performed on NasCloud using the

mainstream web stress testing tool Apache Bench. The test

results obtained by using the command “ab” and setting the

total number of requests “-n” to 10,000 and the concurrency

“-c” to 10,000 are shown in Figure 12. From the figure, it can

be seen that the server can respond to 99% of the web requests

of the platform within 3000 ms, which is a good user

experience and meets the request-response criteria.

4.3 Simulation function verification

As a core function of this cloud platform and a necessary

requirement for nuclear reactor safety analysis, this paper

requires a comprehensive and rigorous testing of the nuclear

power plant accident simulation function. The AP1000 nuclear

power plant reactor was used to simulate Small Break Loss of

Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) and Large Break Loss of Coolant

Accident (LBLOCA). The endpoint environments used by users

are shown in Table 3. The accident was simulated under

NasCloud by multiple users using different environments

simultaneously.

Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) is the reduction in the

reactor coolant system (RCS) charge caused by any pipe

rupture or equipment leak that exceeds the charge capacity

of the normal water recharge system. The occurrence of LOCA

will cause the system to depressurize. The loss of coolant, the

rate of system depressurization, the reactor system’s

subsequent response to a depressurization accident and the

FIGURE 14
Result of LBLOCA-Cold leg.
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effects caused by the emergency core cooling system are all

influenced by the size of the break. For the AP1000 reactor

design, RCS line break sizes less than 3/8 in (9.5 mm) in

diameter do not cause a water loss incident because the charge

flow from one charge pump is sufficient to compensate for the

leakage flow at that break diameter and thus maintain the RCS

pressure. No safety-related system input is required, and the

reactor will shut down normally. Conversely, an RCS pipeline

break diameter size greater than 3/8 in (9.5 mm) will cause a

water loss incident, when the entire section area greater than

or equal to 1 ft2 (929 cm2) is called LBLOCA, and the entire

section area less than 1 ft2 (Xiao-jin et al., 2019) is called

SBLOCA (Wang, 2011).

The steps for simulating SBLOCA in PCTRAN (Wang, 2011)

are shown in Table 4:

The test results are shown in Figure 13, where a break in

the cold leg occurs at 5 s of system operation and the RCS

pressure drops rapidly. The reactor shutdown signal is

triggered at 6 s; The control rods fall and the second

circuit turbine trips. 19.5 s one circuit pressure is lower

than 11.7 Mpa. g, generate an “S” signal. The 21st s

pressurizer level is as low as 5%, triggering a “low 2”

protection signal, the core makeup tank (CMT)

intervenes, the electric heater of the voltage regulator

trips, and the pressure drop trend becomes slower. At

21.5 s, the containment pressure rises to .1 Mpa·g,
triggering the passive containment cooling system (PCCS)

spray signal. When the RCS pressure drops below 4.8 MPa·g,
the system issues a main pump trip signal and the

accumulating tank runs automatically. CMT level low to

“low 3” protection signal, to ensure passive boron water

injection, automatic depressurization system (ADS) level 1,

2, 3 triggered in turn. When the RCS hot leg level falls below

9.7%, the “low 4” protection signal is triggered, the ADS-4

(International Atomic Energy Agency, 2019) is triggered,

and the squib valve on the In-Containment Refueling Water

Storage Tank (IRWST) injection pipeline is delayed to open,

and the pressure drops more slowly. At 145 s, all main pumps

are tripped, and RCS provides lateral flow for waste heat

export to prevent departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). As

the RCS pressure decreases, the coolant leakage rate

decreases. As the accident progressed, the rate of coolant

leakage at the break leveled off.

The steps for simulating LBLOCA in PCTRAN (Wang, 2011)

are shown in Table 5:

The test results are shown in Figure 14. The RCS pressure

in LBLOCA drops to 2 Mpa·g in 25 s. Compared with the 265 s

required to drop the RCS pressure to the same pressure in

SBLOCA, it is evident that the RCS pressure reduction in

LBLOCA is much faster. A break occurred in the 5th s. The

reactor shutdown signal was generated 1 s later, and the

reactor coolant leakage rate was as high as 11,965 kg/s at

the beginning. The RCS pressure quickly drops to the highest

local saturation pressure of the fluid, and a coolant loop is

quickly sprayed and released from the break into the

containment. The containment pressure rises to .1 Mpa·g at

6.5 s, triggering the PCCS spray signal. Two “S” signals are

generated within 1 s: the reactor building pressure is higher

than .2 Mpa·g, and the first circuit pressure is lower than

11.7 Mpa·g. The 8.5st s pressurizer level is as low as 5%,

triggering a “low 2” protection signal, the CMT intervenes,

the electric heater of the voltage regulator trips, and the

pressure drop trend becomes slower, and then stabilized

near the reactor building pressure. With the loss of most of

the reactor coolant and the depressurization of the RCS, the

leak rate decreases rapidly, and the squib valve and check valve

on the IRWST injection line open one after another. The

gravity injection system of the 2 IRWSTs starts to inject boron

water into the reactor pressure vessel, and the level of the

IRWST slowly decreases while the level of the containment

increases. Trisodium phosphate begins to dissolve when the

containment level reaches the pH adjustment baskets

position. Eventually, containment recirculation will be

established, and the natural circulation of water in the

containment provides long-term recirculation cooling for

the core (Khan et al., 2021), with the coolant system

pressure leveling off. In the 30 s, all main pumps tripped

until the 74 s when the passive residual heat removal

system (PRHRS) was triggered to close the IRWST catch

basin with the steam trap valve.

In the above accident simulation, the entire operation

process is easy to understand due to PCTRAN’s graphical

interface, which eliminates the need for manual modeling and

makes each piece of equipment in the power plant visible to

the user. It helps participants quickly and comprehensively

acquire knowledge about the operation of nuclear power

plants. The data in the accident simulation results of the

NasCloud and the stand-alone PCTRAN under the three

test environments are precisely the same. The

characteristics of the parameter change trends are in line

with the standards, which verifies the reliability of the

NasCloud, and at the same time, realizes the simultaneous

multi-user cross-platform application, expanding the cloud

computing capability of PCTRAN and laying a solid

foundation for Internet-based cross-time and cross-

platform nuclear reactor safety analysis.

5 Conclusion

Based on the idea of cloud computing, this paper

successfully implements the NasCloud, a cross-terminal,

cross-platform and multi-user cloud platform for nuclear

power plant accident simulation, based on the original

stand-alone version of nuclear power plant accident

simulation software PCTRAN, using B/S architecture to
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build a Web client and noVNC solution. The platform is

characterized by high scalability, high concurrency and high

security through the minimum load priority algorithm and

the distributed resource storage structure of “storage and

calculation separation”. The platform has been tested with

low latency and high concurrency, and its simulation

functions have been verified by simulating SBLOCA and

LBLOCA of the AP1000. The results are compared and

verified to show that the NasCloud and PCTRAN are

consistent in accident simulation functions and results.

NasCloud also features flexible deployment, high

scalability, low maintenance requirements, high

performance, low user requirements and strong copyright

protection.

On the one hand, the cloud platform developed in this paper

can meet the practical needs of nuclear reactor safety analysis on

a large scale and with high difficulty, breaking through the

restrictions of an epidemic environment. On the other hand,

it is also a valuable attempt to use “cloud computing” in the

traditional nuclear engineering field to improve the accessibility

of nuclear reactor safety analysis while reducing the cost of

resources and carbon emissions. In addition, the NasCloud

developed in this paper can be applied to the cloud

computing of other nuclear engineering design and simulation

software.

In the future work, in order to cope with the increase of

parallelism and concurrency brought by the growth of the

number of users, the underlying framework will be

optimized to support the flow peak clipping function on

the basis of enhancing the server performance and increasing

the number of servers; meanwhile, in order to strengthen the

integrity of the platform functions, more nuclear simulation

software will be integrated in this platform to finally realize

the multi-physics multi-scale coupled analysis cloud

platform.
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